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Regional Representatives

GROUNDWORK
Groundwork is published three times each year by the Adult
Basic Education Association of British Columbia.
Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the policies of the ABEABC except where explicitly stated.
We encourage participation from members and others.
Submissions are welcomed.
Send manuscripts and accompanying photographs to
Lyra Warkentin at
Thompson Rivers University
PO Box 3010, Kamloops BC V2C 5N3
or by email to: lyrastar@ocis.net
Any part of Groundwork may be copied or used by others, but
we request that any use of Groundwork materials be attributed
to the author and Groundwork.
Many thanks to our contributors to this issue.
Editing, design and layout for this issue
by Lyra Warkentin
For subscription information, see back cover.
The ABEABC homepage can be found at:
http://www.abeabc.ca/
This is part of the National Adult Literacy (NALD) Database’s
home page at http://www.nald.ca

Member Biographies
Yvonne Chard—President
I have taught ages 4-83 in classrooms of Australia and Canada, and for the past 26 years I have been with Delta
School District. I have taught literacy level English, ESL and computer classes and done student advising. I am the
ELSA coordinator for Delta SD and vice president of the ELSANet, working on many volunteer committees. A year
2000 Hero of Delta, in 2001 I was also honored with a Canadian Citation for Citizenship, two recognitions for doing
what I love - working with immigrants. In my spare time (!!!) I volunteer as a book-keeper and shop assistant for a
thriving Hospital thrift shop, take hundreds of photos, and annually visit my mother in Australia.
Linda Ohashi—President Elect
Linda Ohashi is a Vice Principal with Community and Continuing Education in Burnaby (SD41) and works primarily
with the high school completion program. She has been an administrator with the Burnaby School district for 3 years
and thoroughly enjoys the challenges and opportunities that the position demands. She recognizes the importance
of community partnership in her work and values the opportunities she has to work alongside many community
groups in Burnaby. She is currently practicing and studying in the field of conflict resolution. Some of her interests
include animal rights, vegan cooking and computing.
Bernie LaRusic—Treasurer
Bernie LaRusic has been teaching in a drop in adult centre for the past eighteen years. Bernie is employed with
School District 91 in Vanderhoof, a small town in the centre of BC. Bernie teaches math, science and communications. He is a past board member of the ABEABC and has enjoyed ABEABC conferences for well over a decade.
Andrea Eaton—Secretary
Upon moving to BC from New York in 1975, I started out tutoring dyslexic young adults, then volunteered at Delview
working with literacy classes. When I stumbled onto a group of immigrant ESL students temporarily in need of a
teacher, a new passion and career as an ABE and ESL instructor was launched. I received my TESL certificate from
VCC in 1995 and currently teach at Delview Adult Learning Centre.
Carol Topalian—Fundraising & Conference Chair
Carol Topalian began teaching while living in Hong Kong in 1996. Private colleges and institutes in Hong Kong and
western Canada were the setting for her academic and ESL teaching career for a decade. In early 2006 she
joined Burnaby School District, where she teaches and develops curriculum in Foundations and Adult highschool, in
English and Social Studies. For work/life balance, she moonlights as a folk/rock singer and is secretly learning bellydancing. Carol is delighted to be serving on the ABEABC board.
Lyra Warkentin—Groundwork Chair
Lyra Warkentin has taught ESL and college readiness for 10 years in a variety of public and private settings in the
Kamloops and Salmon Arm areas, and currently teaches at Thompson Rivers University. She recently completed
her Master's degree in adult education from St. Francis Xavier with a focus on prior learning assessment and recognition (PLAR).
Lillian Prince - Aboriginal Liaison
Lillian Prince is from the Lhtsumusyoo clan of the Tl'azt'en Nation in northcentral BC. Lillian coordinates and teaches
in the Aboriginal Adult Basic Education Program at the Native Education College located in East Vancouver.
Through her work Lillian strives to provide quality education for Aboriginal learners and to meet the educational
needs of Aboriginals. Involving cultural classes and activities into the AABE program is vital in Aboriginal student
success. Lillian has worked at the Native Education College for 23 years in ABE. She is a graduate of the Native
Indian Teacher Education Program at UBC.
(Continued on page 6)
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Carol Schoen—Membership Chair
I have been teaching at the Capilano University since 1987. I grew up in North Vancouver walking to school in the
dense fog. I spent many years "back east" skating on the Rideau Canal, eating beaver tails and studying at Carleton
University. I completed my Masters of Education at McGill where I ate many smoke meat sandwiches at Schwartz's
Deli and oshed on bagels late into the night. At Capilano, I currently instruct all levels of English from fundamental to
provincial levels, social sciences and family literacy. I live in Vancouver with my husband, son and my lovely dog,
Charlotte.
Leonne Beebe—Government Liaison
Leonne Beebe, BEd, MPE, has taught ABE/ESL English and Math courses for over 35 years, focusing on the
learning styles of students and teachers. As a visual-spatial learner and teacher, she enjoys researching, developing and using “hands-on” learning activities that help her students learn other ways of doing the same things in
math.
Shannon McDonald—Delta/Surrey/Fraser Valley Rep
Many of my students come from challenging life circumstances. I find it incredibly rewarding to see them progress
and for them to realize that they have what it takes to move forward. I am looking forward to being a part of ABEABC
and meeting many new friends and colleagues in the area of adult education.
Velma McKay—Kootenay-Boundary Rep
I’ve been an ABE Math instructor at College of the Rockies for 20 years. I love teaching, singing and dancing and
have integrated math songs into my classes. While doing my B. Ed. I had an opportunity to work as a marker in an
ABE math classroom in Alberta. I decided then that teaching math to adults would be my dream job. I still think so. I
am looking forwad to working with the rest of the ABEABC board.
Karen Lightbody—Vancouver Island Rep
I have been at Camosun College in Victoria since 2007 assisting a diversity of students in a variety of Instructional
Support positions including ESL and ABE. My current position allows me to utilize my passion for helping adults returning to school have a successful experience. So often I hear about negative education histories and see the consequences manifested in lack of confidence or latent learning difficulty diagnoses. I deeply admire those that choose
to go against all odds to pursue their goals. I take pride in being involved in the process. I am also lucky to make use
of my BA in Linguistics when explaining the contradictory nature of the English language. My B Ed has given me the
practical knowledge necessary to teach while a Learning Disabilities minor has given me the tools to determine appropriate assessment and learning strategies. I love to travel and discover the importance of culture. I have had the
privilege of living and working with students of all ages and aptitudes in Canada (Vancouver and Kitwanga), Japan
and Vietnam.
Dyan Gunnlaugson—Cariboo-Okanagan Rep
Dyan Gunnlaugson began her career in education working in the field of Autism Spectrum Disorders. Because of the
strong focus on individualized needs, learning styles and program planning, this field prepared her for current role in
educating adults in “Street School”, SD 73 Adult Continuing Education. Here she prepares marginalized students to
meet the requirements to receive their Adult Dogwood Diploma. This year, she is so proud of the 42 grads, but also
of all of the other students still working so hard towards their goals! To find balance in her life, Dyan loves to travel to
other countries (but of course still tries to learn about their education systems while there) and to garden (please
someone help her with this before she does in another plant!) Dyan is excited to continue her knowledge and understanding of Adult Basic Education!!!
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President’s Message
Submitted by Yvonne Chard

Greetings everyone!
Another school year is drawing to a close. How quickly they seem to pass. We had a wonderful conference this year. The staff at Harrison Hot Springs Resort were wonderful hosts, and the accommodation, the location
and weather were all excellent. We were very pleased with our choice of keynote speakers and workshop presenters, and both our old and new members were very complimentary on the conference. We’d like to thank Leonne
Beebe for the work she did on our behalf planning the conference.
Now we look to next year. Along with the ongoing personal reward of helping adult learners in their growth,
there are challenges ahead. The further development of Foundation level ABE classes will require a lot of both
administrator and instructor expertise, time, and energy. The content of the levels requires refinement, the companion courses need reviews, and assessment should be addressed. It would be excellent if ABE students around the
province had a placement assessment that was as consistent as the Canadian Language Benchmark level testing.
ELSA programs will face another competitive RFP process at the end of the 2010-2011 school year. This
process is very unsettling for both clients and the providers.
Our own goal is the task of providing this magazine and professional development for you. Groundwork
goes out three times a year. Sometimes we have a emailed copy of E-Bits sent out between magazine issues. We
have a new editor of Groundwork, Lyra Warkentin, and we look forward to her contributions. At this time we wish to
thank Ruth Vandenbor for her excellent issues in the past several years. Your articles to the editor are welcome.
Your input on future conference planning would also be valued. Carol Topalian is our new conference/
fundraising chairperson. Meetings have alternated between rural and urban locations since 1979 and we hope to
continue with that practice.
In addition to the executive, the board of the association consists of regional representatives from Vancouver Island, Metro Vancouver, Surrey/Delta/Fraser Valley, the North Central, Cariboo-Okanagan, and Kootenay/
Boundary. We also have a membership chairperson, an aboriginal liaison chair, a conference planner, and a government liaison member. After our annual AGM, we are fortunate to again have a strong Board of Directors who volunteer to carry on the work of the association. We are fortunate to have our website maintained by NALD and contact
information is always available there.
Many adult learners will be graduating from programs around the province this year.
Others who might not graduate have learned skills that they did not previously enjoy. Adult
learners are always appreciative of those who help them in their educational journey. You are
all to be congratulated on your role in that rewarding process.
Have a great summer!

Did You Know…
...Organizations that are supportive of adult education can have their website linked from
the ABEABC website.
Please check your current listing on that page, http://www.abeabc.ca/orga.htm and send
any changes or additions to Yvonne Chard, ychard@deltasd.bc.ca.
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Deborah Bartlette
Conference 2010 Keynote Speaker
Submitted by Lyra Warkentin

Through the Looking Glass(es): Seeing our Learners, Seeing Ourselves
“We’ve all been learners with barriers of one kind or another. But that is easy to forget in the day to day
challenges we face as educators: heavy course loads, so many students who needs things and so little
time, and concerns about funding, the list goes on and one. The very best of us can forget what it is like to
be one of our own learners.”
-Deborah Bartlette
Deborah’s Keynote address reminded us all of the importance of reflective practice and seeing the connections.
When she was invited to speak at our conference this year, she was asked to be “academic and inspirational,” and
she managed to do that in spades. Her presentation included a bibliography of valuable resources regarding adult
learning, adult education and barriers to learning (see below), as well as opportunities for us in the audience to discuss and reflect on our roles as educators in a system that is increasingly focused on the credential.
In her words:
Today’s context brings challenges to us as
educators in many ways. Are we teachers or
technicians, working with students or customers? Are we providing education only for making a living, or also for living a life?
Deborah has adapted a “four-lens” approach to adult
education that was first suggested by R. Keiley et al
(2004). This approach considers the learner, the educator, the process and the context, and Deborah builds
upon it to “begin to re-conceptualize a holistic vision of
our practice as adult educators, to see it—and live it—in
ways we have not previously.”
For those of you who are interested, below is Deborah’s
bibliography. Her powerpoint presentation will be available on our website in the coming weeks. Stay tuned to
http://www.abeabc.ca.

Photo: Yvonne Chard
Deborah Bartlette with their honours, Lieutenant Governor
Steven Point and his wife, Gwen

Fenwick, T., Nesbit, T., and Spencer, B. (Eds.). (2006). Contexts of adult education: Canadian perspectives. Toronto:
Thompson Educational.
Nesbit, T. (2005). Class Concerns: Adult education and social class. New Directions for Adult and Continuing Education, no. 106. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Pappas, J.P., and Jerman, J/ (Eds.) (2004). Developing and delivering adult degree programs. New Directions for
Adult and Continuing Education, no. 103. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Stevens, D.D., and Cooper, J.E. (2009). Journal keeping: How to use reflective writing for learning, teaching, professional insight, and positive change. Sterling, VA: Stylus.
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Lauryn Oates
Conference 2010 Keynote Speaker
Submitted by Lee Emery
I always look forward to attending the ABEABC annual conference. It’s a time to renew friendships, to grow professionally and perhaps, to experience a paradigm shift in one’s perspective. I left Harrison Hot Springs and the 2010
Conference having experience all three.
The highlight of the Conference for me was Lauryn Oates’ keynote address on the Friday morning. She first provided
us with a detailed biography of her life to enable us to appreciate what series of events has brought her to where she
is at the present. Lauryn then launched into an eloquent and passionate narrative of her experiences in Afghanistan.
Like many Canadians, I have grown weary of the conflict in that country and have lost sight of the purpose of Canada’s role there. I am in total despair of the absence of any apparent progress (whatever “progress” might mean), the
tragic loss of Canadian personnel and the unabated number of Afghan civilian casualties referred to euphemistically
by NATO forces as “collateral” damage. No wonder I had come to the point of believing that only the immediate and
total withdrawal of all foreign occupying forces would achieve any resolution to the conflict and put an end to the violence. After Lauryn’s talk, I was no longer so sure about that.
Lauryn is currently working as the project director for the Canadian Women for Women in Afghanistan and is actively
involved in its teacher training program.
The anecdotes and experiences which Lauryn described were of a kind we rarely learn about in the media or from
Parliamentary rhetoric. In Lauryn’s experience, the people of Afghanistan crave opportunities for education, especially for girls and women. This desire that so many Afghan girls and women have is so strong that they are willing to
risk their personal safety in order to attend school. Lauryn’s work involves creating for people a place to learn, finding
books to make a library, supplying educational materials, and maybe most importantly, training a cadre of dedicated
teachers.
Lauryn shared with her listeners some incredible stories of what girls and young women are willing to do in order to
be able to “go to school.” Satisfying this unmet educational need far supersedes in importance for many Afghans the
political and sectarian struggles going on.
Listening intently to Lauryn’s talk, I was reminded of how we in North American take for granted the right to attend
free public schools and the equality of opportunity for all. Putting us in the shoes of a nine year old Afghan girl who
hungers to learn was powerfully felt, I believe by most of Lauryn’s audience. Perhaps we here in Canada, before we
completely dismiss our efforts in Afghanistan as being hopeless, should try to acquire a broader understanding of just
what is going on there.
Lauryn left us with her profound belief that only education, and education for all, will eventually restore peace and
bring hope and real progress for the citizens of that remote and romantic Asian country. Her young age, her courage
and commitment to improve the lives of women in Afghanistan was very inspiring. It certainly shook me out of my
complacency.
A more detailed biography of Lauryn and perhaps ways in which one can assist her work can be found on the ABEABC website and follow the link to Conferences.
Left: Lauryn
in a women's
literacy class
in Mazar-isharif
Right:
burqas hung
up outside
the class
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Regional Reports
Vancouver Island Regional Report
Submitted by Karen Lightbody

Vancouver Island Report

Camosun College
Classes in the Academic and Career Foundations Department (ACF) and in the Community Learning Partnerships
(CLP) in the School of Access for the winter and spring 2010 terms at Camosun are full and often beyond class maximums to offset students remaining on waitlists. There is obviously more demand than there is capacity.
The introduction of the 6 levels of Fundamental English is in its second year. Changes to make these levels work
more smoothly include an entrance interview with the instructor. Curriculum changes to divide Fundamental math
into 6 levels are complete and the School expects to implement those changes in January 2011.
The ACF Department started a program review process in 2010 with facilitation from the Teaching and Learning Centre. Trends impacting the School of Access include more complex student needs as other programs in the community that support and assist individuals with literacy, employment, and addiction issues lose funding and close. ACF
is doing more assessments with students who have greater needs and there are fewer community program options in
which to place them. Camosun is purchasing assistive technology (Kurzweill) and 5 designated stations will be operational with primarily text to speech technology.
First Nations Education changed its name to Aboriginal Education and Community Connections, better representing
students it serves and highlighting relationships with community. Teltin Tte Wilnew (TTW) – Understanding Indigenous Perspectives – and ways of knowing, learning is a blended course for staff and faculty designed to build cultural
awareness, and is part of the Indigenization Goal: to create a culture at Camosun College that includes Aboriginal
knowledge and perspectives and naturally considers indigenous issues in all its activities.
Retirement announcements! Brenda Storr, the Associate Dean of the School of Access will be retiring at the end of
May. She will be missed for her determination, passion for education and compassion for students and their barriers.
Nancy Bourey, the Employment Training and Preparation (ETP) program instructor and current chair, will hang up her
hat and accessories at the end of June. Her enthusiasm, optimism and dedication to her students will be hard to replace.
Submitted by Karen Lightbody
READ Society Victoria, BC
Skills and confidence help weld a new life
Chris’s low literacy skills were once the “biggest secret” of his life, but today, the 43-year-old father of two has the
confidence to admit what he doesn’t know – and what he has learned.
“I don’t care who knows now, because I know what I am going to achieve,” he says.
Chris came to READ to complete his Grade 12. He survived an alcoholic and abusive home, and dropped out of
school when he was 15 because he needed to support himself. He fell into a life of drugs and alcohol, but today
counts four years sober.
Though he worked as a chef and a superintendent on construction sites, he couldn’t do basic math or spell well. “I
knew how to fake it, or else get someone to do it for me.”
With READ’s help, Chris says his mind has opened, and he has discovered the joy of writing. “My spirits and my confidence have had such a boost.”
Now he’s focused on getting his welding certificate and making a new life. “I can do it.”
Submitted by Claire Rettie
(Continued on page 11)
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Vancouver Island University (formerly Malaspina U-C)
WE’RE MOVING
The Reading and Writing Centre Storefront Literacy Program of Vancouver Island University, Duncan, BC
As we head towards the end of another busy year at the Reading and Writing Centre students and instructors are
preparing for the program to be moved back to Cowichan Campus, 222 Cowichan Way, Duncan. Classes for the
September term will be held at Cowichan Campus and when VIU’s new Cowichan Campus is ready we will be moving there, slated to open in January 2011.
Students have continued doing lots of writing. They decided they wanted to make a book of their best stories and
have called it “The Voices of the Reading and Writing Centre 2009-2010”. It is currently in production and we are
hoping it will be complete by the end of June. Other writing projects have included writing to the Premier about the
HST telling how it will affect them, Bullying (April 14 Pink Shirt Day), and celebrating Salmon.
From September until April students participated in a class on Tuesday mornings called, “Community Kitchens” that
made lunch for the class. At our weekly Monday meetings students decided who’s going to cook, what they’re going
to cook, whose going to shop, how many will be there, how much to buy. To finance the cost of groceries we used a
grant received from the Paul Gallagher Community Access Fund.
This month students decided, planned and participated in a field trip to the Victoria Museum and IMAX with funds
from the Learner Grant. We also participated in a local Community Services Information Fair and one of our learners
volunteered to speak about her experiences at school.
In September we look forward to using the new 6 levels of Fundamental Math and have found using the new 6 levels
of Fundamental English has been positive for students.
Happy summer!
Submitted by Joanna Lord
Teacher, Reading and Writing Centre
Vancouver Island University, Cowichan

Field trip to Victoria Museum, May 12, 2010
(Continued on page 12)
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North Island College
North Island College
The highlight of this term for eight Port Alberni students was a First Nations focused field trip to Vancouver. ABE math
and First Nations Studies instructor, Wilma Keitlah, was initially inspired to take the group to see an exhibit of Nuu
chah nulth ceremonial curtains at UBC's Helen and Morris Belkin Art Gallery. The trip was rounded out by a visit to
the UBC Museum of Anthropology and a tour of the UBC First Nations House of Learning. To wrap up the whirlwind
day, students headed downtown to Canada's Northern House Pavilion. The idea was to focus on First Nations culture, take a journey together and share some new experiences: even sitting down to have lunch in the busy UBC
cafeteria was new and interesting for the students!
Submitted by Sandy Faust

Cariboo/Okanagan Regional Report
Submitted by Dyan Gunnlaugson

April 2010 Cariboo/Okanagan Regional Report
by Lyra Warkentin
Literacy Forum, Kamloops, BC
On March 5, I attended a Literacy Forum that Literacy in Kamloops (LinK) hosted at the Henry Grube Centre. Literacy in Kamloops is an umbrella organization that hopes to connect the various literacy stakeholders in the area. Indeed, people who had come to the forum from all around the region.
First different LinK members presented snapshots of some of the programs and services they currently offered. The
different presentations included literacy programs for families, programs for children, and programs for adults, as well
as institutions as diverse as the Boys and Girls Club of Kamloops, the YW/YMCA, the library, Kamloops Street
School, and Thompson Rivers University, to name a few.
Leona Gadsby, the director of Community & Adult Literacy, 2010 Legacies Now, was the keynote speaker for this
event. In her presentation, she spoke about literacy as being more than just learning to read and write. She said it
was the ability to participate, and quoted the OECD’s definition of literacy: “using printed and written information to
function in society, achieve one’s goals, and develop one’s knowledge and potential.” She also presented a moving
documentary about a literacy program in the northern town of Hazelton, BC, where the people of the community
opened “The Learning Shop,” which became the foundation and springboard for many other community projects.
The forum concluded with literacy activities and discussions in larger groups where we could learn more about each
of the stakeholders and their different perspectives. The room was full of lively discussions about literacy, education,
and the love of learning, and I left feeling encouraged about how many people care about literacy education in the
Kamloops region.
Partner Assisted Learning (PAL)
At the Literacy Forum I met Kerry MilnerCairns, who runs the PAL program in Clearwater. The program currently has
7 learners and seems to be growing slowly but steadily.
I also met Barb Maher, who is in the process of applying for funding from Literacy Now to start a PAL literacy program
in Chase. She hopes to fill the void left when the Laubach Literacy Society closed down some years ago. I’ll keep
you posted on this one—Let’s hope Barb gets her funding!
Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA), Salmon Arm (Shuswap/Revelstoke Branch)
In early March I spoke with the program manager, Dianna Churchill, and she described some of the psycho-social
(Continued on page 13)
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rehabilitation and training programs CMHA offers to those who have lived experience with mental health issues.
For example, the reception desk at CMHA is run by those who have taken the Reception program. Trainees learn to
be comfortable in a business environment, including answering phones and doing basic clerical tasks. In addition to
improving their computer and office skills, the course helps participants feel more confident with themselves and the
image they present to the public.
A program dear to Dianna’s heart is the smoking cessation program. Here, the focus is on support and acceptance.
Knowing that it sometimes takes many tries to break an addiction, the program follows the motto of “if at first you
don’t succeed, try, try again.”
CMHA also offers peer-support training in which participants can learn to be peer support workers. The peer support
course teaches the language of empathy, and covers counselling, problem solving, and other support mechanisms.
Other skills-boosting programs include the Kitchen, where participants plan, prepare and serve a delicious daily lunch
to CMHA members, and the Hudson Thrift Store, where they can receive retail and janitorial training. CMHA also
offers drop-in computer classes and lessons in writing, art, and woodcarving.
These programs and services all serve to help participants gain new skills. But more importantly, I think, the CMHA
in Salmon Arm provides a wonderful social atmosphere where everyone feels welcome, comfortable and at ease.
If you would like more information about CMHA and the programs offered in Salmon Arm, please visit www.shuswaprevelstoke.cmha.bc.ca, or contact Dianna Churchill at dianna.churchill@cmha.bc.ca.
Salmon Arm Storefront School, SD#83
The Salmon Arm Storefront School caters to independent, self-paced learners. George Elamatha, one of the teachers at the school, told me that about 60% of the students are adults, with the remaining 40% mostly teenagers. The
storefront school offers high school courses in a hybrid format has both online and paper-based components.
For more information about Salmon Arm’s storefront school, please contact George Elamatha at
Gelamatha@sd83.bc.ca.

Delta/Surrey/Fraser Valley Regional Report
Submitted by Shannon McDonald

I have signed on for another year as the SDFV regional representative. Over the past
year I have had an opportunity to get to know many of the service providers in my region and those individuals within, who do the great work that keeps adult education
flourishing. I enjoy connecting with new people and reconnecting with existing colleagues. This years ABE
conference was a great opportunity for me to meet some of you in person for the first time. If I haven’t
spoken to you this past year then I especially look forward to the opportunity when I can talk with you and
find out about the great things you do for the adults in your community.
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society continues to offer a wide range of programs for immigrants and
their families. Most recently, DIVERSEcity opened a 3rd location for their ELSA classes. The Ranmore location
is located in the Surrey Central area, on 135 street, 1 block North of 102 Avenue. It currently offers ELSA PreLiteracy, Literacy, Level 1, 2 and 3. The new ELSA Pre-Literacy class is a pre-beginner class designed for students who are not literate in English and in their own mother tongue or who have had very little exposure to
education.
Jeff Graham from SUCCESS in Surrey reports that ELSA classes are status quo at present. They continue to
offer 8 daytime ELSA classes and 7 evening classes. They are awaiting confirmation to offer a new PreLiteracy class and hope to get final confirmation of that in early June.
Delta Continuing Education has been involved in creating new Literacy Foundations learning outcomes for
(Continued on page 15)
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Carol Topalian is

The Mad Internet Rover
This season I’m happy to share some practical sites for teachers of writing skills.
One) Guide to Grammar and Writing
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/
“Order and simplification are the first steps toward the mastery of a subject.”
-Thomas Mann
I love the simple order and accessibility of this site. Pull down menus offer lessons organized around
Word & Sentence level, Paragraph level and Essay and Research paper level. Discrete topics are covered clearly, with good example sentences. There are other sections that include entire worlds of information. Want a Powerpoint on Clauses? You'll find it in the Peripherals and Powerpoints category.
Go to "Grammar as Teacher" A menu offers lots of ready-to-use Powerpoints. How can you not love a
lesson entitled “Being Logical”? Guide to Grammar and Writing is a great resource for teachers of high
-school and college-level Writing.
Two) Rubistar
http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=NewRubric&module=Rubistar
Need a rubric in the next 20 minutes? This is super easy and fast. There is a wide range of choice on
project type. With a simple click, criteria can be selected from prepared prompts; alternatively, any
piece can be customized at whatever point you wish.
Three) Creative Writing Solutions
http://www.creative-writing-solutions.com/creative-writing-prompts.html
This is “A creative writing website for Teachers and Parents.” There is a luscious collection of writing
tasks that stimulate students’ imaginations, evoke the ability to write descriptively, and develop,
through writing, a deep grasp of character, setting, point of view and plot.

Students from my class at Riverway West Adult Learning Centre,
Burnaby; February 2010.
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(Continued from page 13)

Language Arts, Mathematics and Information Technology. These new Literacy Foundations learning outcomes have been a collaborative effort amongst providers of continuing education for adults across BC
over the past two years. Providers have met together and discussed existing curriculum, new ideas, best
practices and also placement assessments. These Foundations courses are currently being offered but instructors have been working off draft information. Delta is currently awaiting ministry approval for the new
curriculum which is expected by July 1. Once approved, Delta will have a schedule of courses for the fall
which include the newly approved curriculum.
Delta Continuing Education currently offers English Foundations levels 1-7, computers level 2, and Math levels 4-7.
Delview Adult Centre has opened up a new site for some of their ELSA classes. Their new North Surrey Centre location offers ELSA level 1 and 2 morning classes. The address of the new centre is 10381 144th Street in
Surrey (at New Life Full Gospel Church).
Delview classes will close June 24 to September 7.
University of the Fraser Valley had full classes in winter semester.
There was an overwhelming response to fundamental and intermediate math classes for summer/10: all
classes are overflowing!
UFV offers provincial English and advanced biology, math, and English during the summer as a shortened
semester with classes four days a week. Classes are full and several are over-enrolled.
UFV Chilliwack will have a new campus, expected to open in Fall 2011, on the former CFB Chilliwack base.
All programs, except theatre, will move to the new campus.
Linda Davies is the new ELSA Coordinator at New Directions in Langley. New Directions participated in the
pilot program last spring for the ELSA Pre-Literacy class. New Directions will offer the ELSA Pre-Literacy class
as of July 1. The course will be offered 4 days a week, 3 hours per day.

Canadian Newcomer
Submitted by Carmen Larsen
Canadian Newcomer Magazine is a free glossy, magazine with full colour
cover and interior. The mission of the magazine is to connect the regions diverse ethnic communities in Canada using one voice and language by providing free information, advice, entertainment and encouragement to new immigrants. To that end, the magazine is written in English, but the vocabulary
and grammar are kept as plain and simple as possible - complex ideas written in entry level English. Subjects covered include employment, housing,
Canadian lifestyles, health, finances, ethnic media and education. The publication is being used as a teaching tool at many schools throughout the GTA.
Canadian Newcomer Magazine is published six times per year with all issues
available online in both English and French.
The current feature articles include: “The Workplace of the Future” and “What You Need to Know
About TAX”. The magazine can be found at http://www.cnmag.ca
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Project Announcement
Connecting Literacy and Employment through Essential Skills

The Office of Literacy and Essential Skills (OLES) has funded Literacy Link South Central to conduct a two–year project (June 2009 to May 2011).
Develop workbooks
The primary goal of this project is to develop seven workbooks that embed literacy skills within employmentreadiness tasks and organize these tasks according to Essential Skills. Developing and organizing material this way
will help literacy programs and employment programs to provide clients with employability skills and literacy skills
simultaneously. These workbooks will be available for free and have a widespread distribution. They will also be
posted on Literacy Link South Central’s website to download. Watch for them in June 2011!

Survey Employers
A second goal of this project is to engage employers in conversations that explore the Essential Skills they expect
employees to have. It’s our hope that employers will see the valuable role of Essential Skills in their workplace. To
find out what employers told us so far, see Essential Skills for Employment: What résumés won’t tell you on our
website www.llsc.on.ca.

As a result of this two-year project, we hope to help clients of employment and literacy programs move more quickly
to fill labour market vacancies. Through stronger partnerships, employment preparation and literacy programs will
work more collaboratively to build a productive Canadian workforce.

This project was funded in part by the Government of Canada's

Office of Literacy and Essential Skills

Do you have suggestions for this project? Do you want to more about what we are doing?
Contact Us!

Literacy Link South Central
London, Ontario, Canada
email: literacylink@bellnet.ca
phone: 519-681-7307
web: www.llsc.on.ca
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Marsha’s MAd Edventures, Episode 1
By Marsha Stewart
I have now completed my Master of Adult Education through St. Francis Xavier University (StFX), and so I have
passed the baton to Marsha Stewart. Marsha is also working on her “MAd Ed” and will continue the “MAd Edventures” byline.
-Lyra Warkentin
Marsha Stewart
I am now about half way through the Master of Adult Education program at Saint Francis Xavier. I have completed
Foundations Institute, annotations, a reading list and learning plan and contract for Adult Education 500 and a literature review and portfolio for Adult Education 510. I have started my research, but am just waiting to complete one
more step before writing up the research report. While I am an adult learner, I am also an adult educator of physical
education and ESL.
That gives you a bit of information about me and I’m sure you will learn more from my future contributions.
Adult education is so complex that it is only now after two years that I am starting to gain somewhat of an understanding of it . Lyra stated in Episode two that “Many have limited knowledge and understanding of what adult education is
beyond what they do in their own practice.” This is also true for me. When I started at StFX, I thought, “how hard can
adult education be?” As a teacher, I walk into a classroom, teach the materials to a group of adults and leave. At
some point, I test the students, give homework and assign a grade based on what the students demonstrate.
Little did I know that other aspects of my life were also aspects of adult education. Getting married and learning my
role as a wife, losing weight, volunteering, and working on a political campaign all fall under the very huge umbrella of
adult education.
How can this be? What then can adult education mean? As shown below, adult education occurs in different forms.
This is by no means a comprehensive list of what adult education is. It is meant as an overview.
Formal education: the education that takes place in an institution. Credit for satisfactorily completing the course is
given as when I finish this master’s degree (http://www.infed.org/biblio/b-nonfor.htm).
Informal education: First and foremost is environment. One’s environment is central to how attitudes, assumptions
and behaviours are acquired. While primary care-givers are central in this acquisition process and can often be identified as the main source of one’s attitudes, assumptions and behaviours, peers, teachers, coaches also contribute to
one’s overall belief system. As well, informal education is day-to-day learning and is often not questioned or given
any critical thought. Necessity is often a great teacher (http://www.infed.org/biblio/b-nonfor.htm). Getting married and
becoming a wife requires adjustment. This adjustment occurs because a new role is added to a myriad of roles that a
woman already has. The environment I grew up in affected what I thought my new role as a wife would be.
Non-formal education: education that takes place outside of the formal system. Often non-formal education serves
a specific clientele for a specific purpose (http://www.infed.org/biblio/b-nonfor.htm). Private language schools typically
fall under the category of non-formal education.
Transformative learning: as suggested, transformative learning is about making changes. These changes are because of disorienting dilemmas or something that challenges ingrained beliefs and assumptions. The beliefs and assumptions are no longer useful or applicable under new circumstances. The person may decide that it would be appropriate to alter his or her beliefs, assumptions and behaviours to fit the new situation (Mezirow, 1978). The goal is
to have a new belief system that is more inclusive and flexible than the old one. I decided that it was time to lose
(Continued on page 23)
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10 Resources for ESL Teachers!!
If you are an ESL teacher who is playing with some web-based tools, you may find this list of resources helpful.
Go to http://www.freetech4teachers.com/ and follow the links to May 26, 2010, where you can find a “Top-10” list of
resources for ESL and foreign language students.
Or copy this link directly into your browser:
http://www.freetech4teachers.com/2010/05/10-resources-for-esl-and-foreign.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+freetech4teachers%2FcGEY+%
28Free+Technology+for+Teachers%29
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Essential Skills Assessment Tools
Douglas College has compiled a list of Essential Skills Assessment Tools
and in no way solicits or places emphasis on effectiveness or popularity of
the instrument. Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that information is current. If errors or omissions have occurred, they will be corrected in future editions, provided written notification has been received by the publisher (Douglas College). This publication was created for our Essential Skills Workshop ‘ES Assessments; Interpretation and Practical Applications’.
Contact the Training Group for More Information (http://www.douglascollege.ca/training-community-education.html)
Submitted by Maureen Anglin

The Literacy BC Resource Centre is a library that's available to all. We have resources that many
ABE teachers could use. Check out http://www.literacybc.ca/ for a host of resources and links.
Our online catalogue is a good place to browse http://www.literacybc.ca/PLRC/ResourceCentre.php
Also, our blog is now up and running http://readlit.literacybc.ca/ so most of the new materials are listed
there.

Conference Reflections
By Brajinder Dhillon
During the Teacher’s Conference at Harrison Hot Springs, many good workshops were presented. One of the workshops was presented by Sue Phillips of Further Education Society (NESA). The workshop was called Multi-barriers to
Learning. The room was overfilled with teachers.
The presenter put some multi-coloured pipe cleaners on the table. The teachers wondered what those pipe cleaners
were for. The presenter asked everyone to play with the pipe cleaners and make some shapes with them if they
wanted to.
The purpose of the activity was that the learners keep their hands or
hand busy while they were listening to her.
Some teachers ended up making some animal shapes while others
did some Christmas decoration pieces. I made letters of the alphabet in lower case. I realized that those students who do not get the
concept of letters and sound will learn faster with this activity. The
teacher can give them the pipe cleaners and ask them to form a
given shape of the letter of the alphabet. It will be fun and learning.
The presenter also handed the teachers some coloured pens and
paper to draw water in a river; put a boat inside the water and put
some rocks around. The idea was to see and feel the rocks in our
river of life. How we get rid of those rocks, or barriers, depends on
our feelings and thinking.
According to her, “the best educational experiences are when both the teacher and the learner are changed.”
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Cultivating Connections Conference, July 15 - 17, 2010
Registration Now Open! Over 80 sessions to choose from, plus
seven remarkable keynote speakers.
Cultivating Connections: Global Perspectives & Practices in Family Literacy is an
exciting opportunity for national and international family literacy experts and practitioners
to come together and share knowledge, resources, perspectives and experiences.
The conference will take place at the Shaw Conference Centre in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, from July 15 - 17, 2010, with three days of pre-conference training from July
12 – 14.
Keynote speakers include Elsa Auerbach, Snoeks Desmond, Eve Gregory, Peter Hannon,
Tomson Highway, Thomas King and Thomas Sticht.
Join with Canadian and international family literacy experts and practitioners to share information and explore opportunities for growth – register now at CultivatingConnectionsConference.ca
Please forward this important information to your colleagues and networks.
For more information, please contact conference@famlit.ca

CultivatingConnectionsConference.ca
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Speaking with voices, writing with photographs:
Prince George Photovoice exhibition a powerful lesson on literacy
Written by Theresa Healy Regional Manager Healthy Community Development
Reprinted with kind permission of Northern Health
Submitted by: August Horning – North Central Regional Representative
In the fall of 2009, the Healthy Community Development program within Population Health and the Research and Evaluation program of Northern Health,
collaborated to bring Dr. Laura Lorenz to Prince George to deliver a workshop
in the Photovoice method. This is a research and community development tool
that also provides support to other important tasks, such as evaluation, with
people who have low level literacy. Dr. Lorenz is an internationally recognized
expert. We were fortunate to be able to do this because the BC Rural and
Remote Health Research Network and a professor from SFU had united to
bring her to Vancouver. As travel to attend was beyond most of us in the
north, we applied, with the help of the professor and the BCRRHN, for funds to
host a similar workshop in the north.
While it was short notice, the workshop was of a very high caliber. Because of the short notice, there were some vacancies; so we invited local community groups to send representatives to the training to ensure we could get the
training to a broad audience. We had participants from as far away as Hazelton, and we also offered it on Web Ex to
those who could not make it into Prince George.
One of the community groups who attended has produced what we think is the first photovoice exhibit to emerge from
that training opportunity. “Photovoice IS a voice in Adult Literacy” presents the work of four adult learners from a local community based literacy program who worked with four students from a UNBC Anthropology class. The group
worked as pairs to explore the impacts of literacy, and the lack of it, in their lives. The resulting work was compiled
into an exhibition and the participants presented the results of their work to the class before the public Exhibit was
held at the Native Friendship Centre.
August Horning is the coordinator of the Learning Circle Literacy Program, which is a community based fundamental
academic and skill development program. The clientele usually consists of individuals facing multiple barriers with
many complex issues at hand. August pointed out that, although the University has been here in Prince George for
over 10 years, most of the learners have never had the opportunity to explore and visit the University.
He reported that, they really didn’t know much about UNBC and what they did know, they were afraid of. But now
they had buddies. We met the four students who they now had a relationship with and the students and participants
went off in pairs to explore the campus. Then they presented to the anthropology class and the class was completely
blown away. Afterwards, the adult learners were saying thing like, “I am going to go there one day.”
It was the photovoice exhibit that had such a powerful impact on the audience. The four participants included both
women and men who came from a range of cultural backgrounds
(Metis, Caucasian and two Aboriginal Nations) of different ages.
They all faced a range of diverse challenges, which contributed to
their struggles with literacy, from broad systemic barriers such as
racism and discrimination that hampered access to education, to
direct barriers such as learning difficulties, FASD, or mental and
physical health challenges.
Each participant, given a camera and a weekend, documented how
lack of literacy impacts their lives. The photographs, and the accompanying captions and stories, provide an insightful and poignant
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entry into their world; a world where they are limited in access to things that literate people can take for granted. One
photograph shows a driver’s education manual propped on the bumper of a car. The caption reads: “If you can not
read the driver’s book you can not get your license. Then there are a lot of things closed to a person.”
Some of the photographs have accompanying reflective stories. One participant wrote about his experiences with racism by talking of the man
who had been a father/ grandfather figure to him: “He was there for me
when no one else was there for me and he showed me that life was livable and he showed me the colors of love and he wished that he could
show me the peace of color. He was trying to show me that colors can
come together as one…like the colors in a crayon box come and all the
colors in the box could make a beautiful picture.” Under another photograph he wrote: “People don’t realize that greatness does not have a favorite color.”
Another participant had being making use of the camera long before
the photovoice project with the group. She loved her camera because it
allowed her to record her memories. She also loved jigsaw puzzles
because the pictures reminded her of her homeland.

Clearly, people who struggle with literacy have amazing visual skills which really
are an advantage in the photovoice method. One participant who struggles with Bi-polar disorder had a photograph of the library shelves carrying books on bi-polar disorder to reflect his “affinity to learn as much as I
can could about this disorder and how to manage it in my life.” He also
had another photograph with a range of books in the garbage can. The
books were labeled “Safety”, “confidence”, “fun”, “hope” and “skills”. The
caption beneath read “Reading and writing are two areas of my life that I
feel have fallen into the trash can along with my hopes for an education,
dreams of being self sufficient and my need for fun.”
August pointed out that this was only a short program. “The participants, because they were in the LCLP program,
were able to really shine even though this was a relatively short program. It was only six weeks long but the relationships built between the participants, and between participants and students, has been profound. Photovoice really
supported them on all kinds of levels.”
While the exhibition alone is powerful and educational, the entire project also demonstrates the importance of population health efforts. New skills introduced into the community were carried away by skilled and dedicated professionals
in a community organization. The organization was able to build on effective relationships established between community and university groups and individuals. The learning provided for the student members of the anthropology
class and their evident appreciation of the Photovoice work to, in turn, feed a new and enhanced sense of self for the
participants. “Absolutely, programs like this enhance individual health and well being of individuals. We are talking
about adult learners who are so fearful of making mistakes, who heard 'stupid' all their lives. Now, they are willing to
see mistakes as really the opportunity to learn. They can see that they are not just discards with nothing to give.
This exhibit opened up their own eyes as well as opening the hearts and minds of people who viewed it.”

If you would like to learn more about Photovoice as portrayed by Dr. Lorenz visit; http://www.lslorenz.com
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(Continued from page 17)

weight because of an impending milestone birthday. Being heavy would no longer be acceptable once I reached that
birthday.
Social justice: basically, social justice is improving the chances for the underprivileged to access their rights, needs
and opportunities that will improve their overall quality in life. Equality, empowerment and voice are necessary components for achieving social justice. Adult educators should be concerned that everyone is able to access education
equally. Volunteering at a soup kitchen or advocating and raising money for a homeless shelter are two of the many
ways to work toward equality, empowerment, voice and hopefully education and opportunity for all.
One common denominator of these aspects of adult education is the idea of change and improvement. Individual and
social changes are inter-connected since an individual who changes and improves will contribute to society. At the
same time, societal forces will dictate the need for individual change (Scott, 2006).
While these aspects of adult education seem clear enough, why do I feel that the concept of adult education is complex, even elusive? Where does adult education start and stop? Is what I do as an adult educator a result of my formal education, my in-formal education or non-formal education or is it a result of my various positions as an adult
educator?
I realize that all of my education and learning act simultaneously, but I want to understand and quantify the effects of
each individual aspect of adult education on what I do and who I am. I’m not sure I’ll ever be able to do that. Perhaps
writing this article will be the first step towards accepting the complexities of adult education and ultimately what it
means to be human.
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It’s Your Turn!
Call for Submissions
Would you like to see your name in print???

Send your articles, ideas, lesson plans, pictures, and more to
Lyra Warkentin at lyrastar@ocis.net
The next issue of Groundwork will be printed in October or November
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What is ABEABC?
The Adult Basic Education Association of BC is:






An association of people concerned about the provision of high quality learning opportunities for undereducated adults.
The only association specially for adult basic educators in B.C.
The first such provincial organization in Canada.
Connected with other groups involved in adult education such as:





the Movement for Canadian Literacy BC
the Pacific Association for Continuing Education
the Teachers of English as an Additional Language, etc.



An association which works to raise public and government awareness of the basic education needs of British Columbians



The donor of an $100-$200 award to an outstanding student in each member institution
Membership in the ABEABC is open to you if you are involved in:

How do I join?
Fill out the membership application
form and return it along with a cheque
made out to the Association for your
annual dues. Memberships expire 12
months following our receipt of your
fee.











basic literacy programs
ABE
native adult education programs
literacy in libraries
ESL programs for adults
workplace literacy programs
correctional institution programs
GED and college-prep prorams
community-based programs

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Name

_______________________________

Home Phone: ___________________________

Employer:______________________________
Work phone: ___________________________

Fax: ______________________ Email: ___________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________

Postal Code: ___________________________

Please indicate which fee fits your category:

Individual and Groundwork subscription $40








Individual outside Canada $50
Organizations $175 (includes $100 bursary)
Organizations $275 (includes $200 bursary)
Organizations without bursary $75. Institutional memberships are due February 28 annually.
Business and union $50
Non-profit community groups $40

Membership fee includes a subscription to Groundwork.
Membership fees and donations are tax deductible.
Total amount enclosed $ _____________
Mail to: Membership Chair
The Adult Basic Education Association of British Columbia
5476- 45 Ave, Delta, BC V4K 1 L4

Invoices are available from our website.
Website: http://www.abeabc.ca/

